CONTRACT
EDUCATING DIVERSE LEARNERS IN INCLUSIVE SETTINGS

______________________________________ agree to complete the following for the grade of ___

• Midterm adapted lesson (1) 10 pts. _______ (required)
• Final Adapted Learning Experience (9) 30 pts. _______(required)
• Placement 10 pts. ____________(required)

Technology Assignment 10 pts. _______

Multicultural Book (maximum of two) 8 pts. each _____x_____=_____ 

Extended Reading’s -8 pts. X _______=_______(maximum of 2 outside readings.)

Self - Designed 5 - 15pts. X_______=_______(maximum of 2)
Descriptions:

Portfolio entries ( 4 total - per Praxis Domain10points each _________

Software Evaluation 10 pts. (Limit of one) X _____=_______

Written responses to the videos presented in class _____responses x 2.5pts. =_______ (maximum of 2 reviews.)

Written responses to speaker’s (maximum of 2 reviews) – 2.5pts.
X_______=_______

• Participation/Attendance 10pts. ________(required for an A)

Points are negotiable. If you feel one item/activity is more valuable consult with the instructor. Any other ideas for credit will be considered.

Signed by Student_________________________ Signed by Instructor ________________

Date______________

• Required elements for this course are indicated by a bullet. Required projects/activities are to be completed to earn an A when added together with other points earned.